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1. ABSTRACT 

In this busy world journey is one in each of the 

foremost important. There unit several reasons for 

road accidents one such reason is due to cardiac 

arrests in drivers. In such case, it not entirely affects 

the driver however put together the passengers on the 

vehicle. This recoil is additionally resolved by 

developing the device by detection the abnormal sign 

of the pulse rate and take an on the spot action. The 

heart beat device placed on the contact elements of 

drivers like steering, driver seat senses the heart beat 

rate, if it becomes abnormal then it sends an 

emergency message with driver’s location to the 

hospitals entirely once having the confirmation of 

pathology. It offers a buzzer sound to alert the 

passengers among the vehicle and put together the 

parents shut the vehicle. at an analogous time the 

device that is connected to the vehicle braking system 

tries to dam the speed of the vehicle and save the 

people, and if it encounters any object or different 

vehicle then the vehicle halts as shortly as getable. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

In this embedded bus installation, driver distractions 

is that the leading reason for several vehicle crashes. 

In ancient accident alert system, once a driver met 

with an accident is additionally knowing to several 

relations through SMS  and GPS location are going to 

be achievement to the owners however there is not 

any system that monitors the pulse rate conditions 

and avoid accidents. The motive force alert system is 

used to avoid accident incidence due to driver 

abnormal behavior. This device primarily focuses on 

pulse rate and save the driver from obtaining 

heartstroke by pattern alert system. 

 
 

3. EXISTING PROBLEM 

 

Journey is most required in our manner of 

life. Vehicle plays a large role in transportation. 

There are several causes of road accidents one such 

cause is due to heart strokes of the drivers. The 

prevalence of heart strokes is exaggerated by over 

five0% in the past twenty 5 years. The common heart 

stroke symptoms unit pain, discomfort among the 

areas of higher body, shortness of breath, 

sweating. Among the case of a bus, it not entirely 

affects the driver however put together the passengers 

on the bus.  

 

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The device that's placed on the contact elements of 

drivers like steering, driver seat senses the pulse rate, 

if it becomes abnormal then the device on the sends 
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an emergency signal and put together the precise 

location to the nearby hospitals entirely once having 

the confirmation of abnormal heart beat rate. It makes 

a buzzer noise thus on alert the passengers among the 

vehicle people nearby  the vehicle. At an analogous 

time the device that is connected to the vehicle 

braking system can conceive to block the speed of the 

vehicle to avoid accidents save the passengers and 

driver, however if it encounters any obstacle then the 

vehicle halts presently. 

5. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Power Supply 

This is meant for activity Power to any or all the 

sections mentioned on high of. It primarily consists 

of a tool to step down the high current to low voltage 

followed by diodes. AC is corrected to DC pattern 

Diodes. The condenser filter is used to filter the 

obtained rippled DC. The obtained dc voltage is 

regulated employing a positive device. 

 

Microcontroller 

The Arduino is a microcontroller board supported 

ATmega328. It’s fourteen digital input/output pins 

(of that six is additionally used as PWM outputs), six 

analog inputs, a USB association and a button. It 

works by simply connecting it to a portable computer 

with a USB.  

 

Pulse Sensor 

Pulse device is used to sense the heartbeat rate of a 

person. it ought to be used by students, artists, 

athletes, manufacturers and mobile developers 

international organisation agency ought to just 

incorporate live sign knowledge into their projects. 

The device clips onto a tip and plugs right into 

Arduino with some jumper cables.  

 

Ultrasonic Sensor 

It is a tool that measures the gap to an object pattern 

using sound waves. The device sends and receives 

quiet   pulses that relay back information relating to 

object’s proximity. This device determines the gap to 

from an object by mensuration time lapses between 

the achievement and receiving of the quiet waves.  
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GPS 

GPS (Global Positioning System) will perpetually 

acquire the position information anyplace among the 

world. The GPS module for Arduino permits 

connecting to your Arduino board to get latitude and 

meridian information. 

 

LCD Display 

LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is a show module to 

display an evident image. The 2x16 display is also a 

extremely basic module ordinarily utilized in circuits. 

It shows sixteen characters per line in 2 such lines.  

 

GSM Module 

GSM (Global System for Mobile communication). A 

GSM module is a device that establishes 

communication channel between a mobile device and 

a GSM system. A SIM is inserted into the GSM 

through that it sends SMS pattern Arduino to the 

mobile vary nominal among the program.

 

 

DC Motor 

Motor driver is also a current instrumentation that 

takes lower current management signal and supply 

higher current signal. This supplied higher current 

signal is used for driving the motors.  

 

DC Motor Driver 

Motor driver is also a current instrumentation that is 

used for driving the motors.  

Buzzer 

A buzzer or device is an audio device for the aim of 

alerting. 

 

6. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Experimental investigation of onboard driver 

condition monitoring system for passenger 

vehicles 

This projected system of study is to retardation the 

vehicle once health issue signal offered by pulse 

detector and temperature detector. The projected 

system performances were analyzed for various state 

of affairs to boost the system technology. The signal 

from pulse detector is disbursed to the process unit 

and brake system senses the speed and road 

conditions. The brake motivated by mechanism that 

is connected to treadle of the electronic braking 

system and tends to prevent down the vehicle and 

prevents the collision in important things. The output 

pulse is analyzed on completely different|completely 
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different} health conditions of the adults by utilizing 

different parameters temperature, heart vary and 02 

sensors. The signaling offers to activate the treadle on 

completely different state of affairs like heart pulse 

speed, pedal force, brake disc rev, thinking distance 

and reaction distance. this method tends to prevent 

down the vehicle with parking sensors, rear lamp and 

alarm to warning. 

 

Automatic car control during heart attack with an 

emergency messaging and comprehensive health 

monitoring system 

Authors: R. Punitha, G. Suchithra, A. Sujitha 

 

Health parameters blood sugar level, body 

temperature} also are unendingly monitored. once 

associate anomaly is found within the higher than 

parameters, the automotive fails to begin and 

provides a warning indication. during this paper, they 

describe a period on-line safety epitome that controls 

the vehicle speed beneath driver fatigue. the aim of 

such a model is to advance a system to notice fatigue 

symptoms in drivers and management the speed of 

car to avoid accidents. the most parts of the system 

contains variety of real time sensors and a package 

interface with GPS and Google Maps arthropod 

genus for location. 

. 

Real Time Car Driver’s Condition Monitoring 

System 

Authors: Heung-Sub Shin , Sang-Joong Jung , Jong-

Jin Kim and Wan-Young Chung 

 

This paper describes the planning of ECG 

(Electrocardiogram) detector with semiconducting 

cloth electrodes and PPG (Photoplethysmogram) 

detector to get physiological signals for automotive 

driver's health condition observation. ECG and PPG 

signals ar transmitted to base station connected to 

the server laptop via personal space network for 

sensible take a look at. Intelligent health condition 

observation system is meant at the server to 

investigate the PPG and ECG signals. This purpose 

for intelligent health condition observation system is 

managed for deriving physiological signals in time 

and frequency domain and to guage the driver's 

sleepiness standing. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Now days we have an increased risk sudden 

heart failures. This system which helps to detect 

heart rate of person using heart beat sensor. This 

system also helps for obstacle monitoring 

system. This system which helps to measure 

heartbeat of person. We will make this system so 

that it can save the passengers, driver and also 

surrounding people. 
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